Pinkalicious: Love, Pinkalicious
Reusable Sticker Book
**Synopsis**

Pinkalicious is a girl who loves the pinker things in life. From baking pink cupcakes to painting pink pictures, Pinkalicious knows how to make any day delightfully pinkerrific. With this sticker book, you can help Pinkalicious decorate all of her favorite things!

**Book Information**
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Average Customer Review: 4.4 out of 5 stars — See all reviews (47 customer reviews)
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**Customer Reviews**

My granddaughter loves this 11-page sticker book. The pages are large and the stickers are high-quality and colorful, just like the three books in the Pinkalicious series. Good things: The pages are made of thick laminated stock, so they won’t tear easily. The stickers are generally large for little hands. The story line in the sticker book compliments the stories in the series. If your child has read Pinkalicious, Purplicious, and Goldilicious, she or he will connect the images and themes with the previous books. (We read Pinkalicious every day, so the the Sticker Book is a nice closing activity). However, you don't have to have read the three books in order to love the Sticker Book. The However: Stickers are removable, but they are a little difficult to pull off and use for the first time from the center page. If your child is younger, you will have to help! I ordered this sticker book with the Fancy Nancy giant book of stickers, and I was surprised when I compared the two books. The
Nancy book is much larger and has many times more stickers; however, the Nancy book sticker quality is not quite as nice as Pinkalicious. My suggestion to the author: Review the Sticker book and add more stickers! Kids can never get enough stickers! My granddaughter was excited to receive this item, and I am pleased with this purchase!

This is a very cute book and my Pinkalicious-loving daughter enjoys it. The problem we are having is with the stickers - they are really difficult to remove. My daughter tore a couple while trying to take them off, which of course resulted in frustration and some tears. I even had a difficult time removing them without any tearing. Once they are finally removed, the stickers curl up and don't really work the same. Would be great to have these things more like "colorforms" which stick and re-stick many times, with less drama.

If you buy it new, it is definitely cute and fun! I like it a lot and I am not even a pinkalicious fan! Though that the stickers get stuck after a while, but I guess its better than them doing that thing where they no longer stick at all and you end up losing the stickers:

My daughter loves Pinkalicious. These stickers are very cute and faithful to the Pinkalicious books. But, these stickers are hardly reusable. They tear easily, they curl up and do not re-stick very well at all. My daughter has a couple of Melissa & Doug reusable sticker sets and colorform sets and these products are far far superior in quality to the Pinkalicious set.

WE LOVE IT (my dtr is 7) FOR EVERY SWEET girlie girl...AS WELL AS MOM! IT HAS A FUN AND LEARNING MIXTURE, GO PINK!

My oldest daughter loves Pinkalicious and this reusable sticker book had been a fun activity for us to do together on multiple occasions. As a bonus, it has words on each page so you can read it as a book too by changing a few words around to make it work once the stickers are added.

I did not know this book contained stickers. I bought it because she saw it on-line and told me she wanted it for her birthday. It was the perfect gift. Great condition from front to back. Including the stickers. Great sellers.

Although the stickers are the same beautiful art found in the series, they were definitely NOT
reusable! My girls (1 and 3 years old) enjoyed putting the stickers in the book but when it came to peeling them off to place them elsewhere, the stickers tore. They are more like paper as opposed to the plastic found in other products. Not worth the money if you’re looking for a reusable sticker book.


Dmca